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Learn Calligraphy
"From selecting the appropriate tools, such as pens, nibs, brushes, inks, and papers, to learning optimal
hand positioning and understanding the intricacies of lettering angles, heights, spacing, and strokes, [this
book] introduces aspiring calligraphers and hand-lettering artists to the core concepts and techniques that
comprise the art of traditional calligraphy."--Back cover.

Brush Lettering from A to Z: A Fun and Comprehensive Guide to Creating Modern
Calligraphy with a Brush Pen
Modern Brush Lettering is a creative guide to learning how to brush letter. Becki talks through materials,
mark marking, turning your marks into letterforms, joining your lettering and exercises to get your
started on your brush lettering journey. There are tips and tricks for perfecting your own style of
lettering and 20 seasonal contemporary craft projects to make with your new skill.

Express Yourself: A Hand Lettering Workbook for Kids
This calligraphy paper and workbook for lettering artists and beginners is super helpful for calligrapher
enthusiasts to practice their skills to perfection. The slanted lined graph paper ensures accurate
penmanship is achieved. Large size 8.5 X 11" 160 sheets Excellent value for money and an excellent gift
for all occasions, birthdays, anniversaries, christmas stocking stuffer and more! Great cheap gift under
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The Art of Calligraphy
Discover everything you need to know about historic flourished hands and how to create elegant,
modern artwork inspired by traditional calligraphy techniques in this follow-up to the first and bestselling lettering book in Walter Foster’s Creative…and Beyond series. Beginning with an introduction to
pointed pen and how to get started with this timeless tool, you’ll find a brief overview of the
recommended tools and materials, as well as how to set up your work space. In addition, you will
explore essential techniques used throughout the book, learn to hold the pen properly, and find tips for
warming up. Talented artist and teacher Laura Lavender introduces you to a wide range of traditional,
historic flourished hands and lettering styles, including Copperplate, Spencerian, Italian hand, Bickham
script, Victorian embellished capitals, Art Nouveau capitals, Gothic capitals, and more. Each style
includes an engaging introduction and history of the hand, an alphabet sampler, step-by-step instructions
for creating the letters, and lots of inspirational examples and ideas for using the hand. Throughout the
book, you will also find practice templates that can be copied and used time and again to perfect your
technique and style. Creative Lettering and Beyond: Timeless Calligraphy is the ideal guide for learning
the techniques of traditional lettering styles.

Love Lettering
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Add Beautiful Effects
to Your Brush Lettered Artwork and Enhance Your Hand Lettering Fantastic

brush lettering artwork is right at your fingertips—and far easier to achieve than you think—with renowned
lettering artist Chrystal Elizabeth’s simple step-by-step guide. In Brush Lettering Made Simple, she
reveals her secrets to mastering a vast array of brush lettering techniques, including di erent fonts, styles,
flourishes, e ects and mediums. You’ll begin with the basics—how to form letters, then connect them to
form words—and work your way up to more tricky techniques, such as lettering with watercolors, as well
as how to make your lines and transitions as smooth as a professional lettering artist. Learn how to
create the most popular brush lettering e ects, such as galaxy, ombre and blended colors, and how to add
drop shadows behind your text to make your words really pop! Chrystal also shows you how to bring
beauty and depth to your lettering projects with colorful backgrounds and borders. Doodling is
encouraged in this interactive workbook, which features special high-quality art paper and beautifully
bordered blank pages where you can practice your new skills. With more than 45 easy-to-follow
tutorials, you’ll be creating elegant, professional-looking lettering projects in no time.

Lettering and Modern Calligraphy
Lettering enthusiasts of all levels will love learning easy ways to develop and adapt hand lettering skills
and techniques to a variety of digital platforms in Digital Hand Lettering and Modern Calligraphy.
Popular Instagram lettering artist and workshop instructor Shelly Kim (@lettersbyshells) offers lettering
enthusiasts at all levels step-by-step instruction, along with ample photos and lettering examples. Start
with lettering essentials that show how to create different styles of brush lettering with the right tools,
how to connect letters to form words, form flourishes, and more. Then turn that unique calligraphy into
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can use over and over again, just by digitizing it. Discover several options for creating

digital lettering, each one clearly outlined and explained. Become familiar with tools and techniques that
make the process fast and enjoyable. See how far you can take your digital lettering with fun projects for
creating cards, name tags, adding foiling and more. In this book you’ll learn how to: Produce loose,
bouncy lettering that adds style to any project Design meaningful quotes by learning a quick trick for
great compositions Create digital files that give you numerous options for adding color and changing the
shapes and sizes of letters Make a custom digital lettering brush that you can use for unique calligraphy
Letter on a tablet and learn the basics of Procreate and Apple Pencil Use your lettering for great projects
that incorporate digital and hands-on techniques Get inspiration from stunning gallery pieces by Karin
Newport of @ipadlettering and Myriam of @halfapx Digital Hand Lettering and Modern Calligraphy
will guide you to the future of lettering!

The Art of Hand Lettering for Beginners
A beautifully illustrated practical guide to creating beautiful modern lettering with brushes and brush
pens. Learn brush lettering with this creative guide from calligrapher extraordinaire Rebecca Cahill
Roots, aka Betty Etiquette. In this quirky and relatable guide, she guides you through how to use brushes
and brush pens to make exquisite letterforms. One of the most popular hand-lettering techniques, brush
lettering is a beautiful, free-spirited style that, once mastered, is easy to develop into a unique personal
style. The book is divided into chapters by type of media, covering ink, watercolour, gouache and brush
pens. Each section contains a set of exercises for practising the technique including an alphabet and a set
of numbers to copy. To finish off, there's a selection of pretty and practical projects to make using brush
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lettering, including
beautifully decorated celebration cards, cushions and tableware.
Pretty Simple Lettering: Beautiful Modern Calligraphy and Hand Lettering
★★ Obsessed over how their amazing quotes are written? Now is the time to learn a beautiful new skill modern calligraphy! This book contains 4 chapters: - a brief introduction to terminology, techniques, and
tools - practice for basic strokes, upper and lower case alphabet lettering in three different style connections & words with practice pages - projects: learn design calligraphy, illustrations and at the end,
you can express your own creativity Practice pages are printed single side for no bleed through. You will
learn everything you need to know about modern calligraphy. ✔Buy this book and learn how to develop
your own unique style and how to turn each letter into a beautiful piece of art. Details: Size: 8.5" X 11"
inches Page count: 130

By Hand
Learn the art of hand lettering with this comprehensive how-to book, full of beauty, knowledge, and
inspiration! Pretty Simple Lettering is the perfect book for any hand letterer, whether you're new to the
art or an experienced designer looking to expand your skill. In the book, you will learn the basics of
creating alphabets in many different styles, how to develop those styles into one that is uniquely your
own, and how to turn your lettering into beautiful pieces of art. Learning the basics of hand lettering can
be pretty simple! Whitney breaks down 10 individual alphabets in various lettering styles, including
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case, showing you how to form each letter, turn those letters into words, and turn those

words into works of art! Discover the tools, techniques, and tricks of the trade from a seasoned lettering
artist who has been in the business since 2014.In the final sections of this book, learn how Whitney
approaches every design as she leads you through a step-by-step tutorial outlining her process of
composition. The last section of the book is filled with project pages for you to create your own works of
art to hang on your wall or gift to a friend! Every project is surrounded by gorgeous floral designs,
adding a special touch of whimsy to your final creation!

Calligraphy Practice Pad: Hand Lettering Work Book - 160 Sheet Pad
Transform simple words into stunning works of art with this interactive workbook. Super Simple Hand
Lettering gets you started right away with 20 traceable alphabets, 5 skill-building projects, quality
vellum tracing paper, and 4 frameable pullout art prints.

Pretty Simple Lettering: Modern Calligraphy & Hand Lettering for Beginners
Author of Everyday Watercolor and Instagram darling Jenna Rainey presents a beautiful step-by-step
guide to painting botanicals from lilies to daffodils in a wide variety of styles. Artist Jenna Rainey shares
easy-to-follow ways to paint a wide range of botanicals, all in her fresh, modern style that appeals to the
next generation of watercolor artists and creatives, from beginners to hobbyists. With gorgeously
illustrated instructions for both loose and realistic watercolor depictions of more than 25 flowers, leaves,
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and plants, organized
by form and shape, Everyday Watercolor Flowers is every nature-lover's answer to
capturing that beauty on paper.

Creative Lettering and Beyond: Timeless Calligraphy
Calligraphy Practice Books Upper and Lowercase Calligraphy Alphabet Pages for Lettering Practice.
Durable matte cover. Black-backed pages to reduce bleed-through problem. Measures 8.5" x 11" (20.32
x 25.4 cm). Designed in USA.

Cute Hand Lettering
The Complete Photo Guide to Hand Lettering and Calligraphy
Learn the beauty and joy of modern lettering with By Hand, a thoughtful collection of projects and
lessons to bring unique, handmade designs into your life, home, and gatherings. In a world of screens
and social media, people are constantly searching for ways to reconnect to the handmade and the
authentic-to add a personal spark and a beautiful look to everyday objects and occasions. The art of
modern lettering is a point of connection, a way of crafting letters and words into something that delights
the eyes and feeds the soul. With unique projects, a gorgeous exposed spine and lay-flat binding, and an
Instagram-worthy aesthetic, By Hand provides an inspirational jumping-off point for readers who want
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to incorporate lettering
into a slower, more intentional lifestyle. Blending the aspirational and the

instructional, By Hand brings the beauty of lettering beyond the page, through 30 distinct projects, from
watercolor placecards to cozy pillows. Relatable lessons introduce readers to the essentials of lettering,
including tools (brush pens, brushes, and paint pens), essential lessons, and developing a personal style,
with the warm and welcoming approach of popular Instagram letterer Nicole Miyuki Santo. Encouraging
lessons sprinkled throughout the book add a touch of mindfulness, while bright, airy photography and
step-by-step lettered samples make this lovely volume a stunning approach to an on-trend pastime.

Lettering for Planners
Learn and perfect the classic, yet once again popular, script with this easy-to-use, full-color, and very
modern guide. Pointed pen calligraphy doesn’t have to be intimidating! This photo-packed guide breaks
down every skill, step and stroke into easy-to-learn techniques. It shows you how to build a solid
foundation in drawing beautiful letters as well as ways to add flourishes and embellishments to your
personal projects. Nothing is overlooked, including: • Step-by-Step Instructions • Color Photos •
Practice Pages • Expert Tips and Tricks • DIY Projects • Inspiration and Ideas

The Art of Watercolor Lettering
The brush pen is mightier than the sword, and way easier to write with. This fun and thorough
introduction is perfect for anyone who has seen beautiful brush-lettered art and wondered how it was
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done. The popular
Calligrapher behind Black Chalk Collective, Emma Witte, takes you from brush

lettering basics to its amazing possibilities. Start with staple strokes that are the foundation of brush
lettering, then progress to forming letters, words, and finished pieces. Learn different lettering styles and
how to combine them. Pick up tips and tricks for embellishing your lettering and arranging your words
to create maximum impact. Experiment with advanced techniques and tools such as flourishing,
fauxligraphy, depth effects, watercolor, paint brushes, and more. Finally, try out your new skills on a
variety of awesome brush lettering projects. Youll be wielding your brush pen like a pro in no time!

Modern Calligraphy Book for Beginners
Everyday Watercolor
The perfect companion for pointed pen and digital calligraphers alike, with more than 2,700 letterforms
and ligatures, stroke drills, warm-up exercises, flourishes, and simple words and phrases. This beautiful,
in-depth guide to modern calligraphy emphasizes experimentation and fun, rather than rigid uniformity.
With targeted exercises and lessons aimed at pushing you out of your calligraphy comfort zone,
Mastering Modern Calligraphy will not only help you master tricks of the trade, but develop your very
own modern calligraphy style, too.

Mastering Modern Calligraphy
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In an age of myriad
computer fonts and instant communication, your handwriting style is increasingly a

very personal creation. In this book, Margaret Shepherd, America's premier calligrapher, shows you that
calligraphy is not simply a craft you can learn, but an elegant art form that you can make your own.
Calligraphy remains perennially popular, often adorning wedding invitations, diplomas, and commercial
signs. Whether it is Roman, Gothic, Celtic, Bookhand, or Italic style, calligraphy conveys class and
elegance. Margaret Shepherd makes this ancient art form accessible in a completely hand-lettered
technical guide that will: * Provide context for calligraphy as an art, exploring the rich tradition of handlettering and mapping the evolution of the most popular styles. * Give detailed technical advice on
choosing pens, paper, and inks, setting up your workspace, mastering various pen angles, along with stepby-step illustrations to guide you as you practice. * Explain which alphabets are appropriate for different
forms of writing. For example, the Roman alphabet works well for short, unpunctuated passages, while
the Italic alphabet is more suited to informal everyday communication. * Encourage you to personalize
your lettering by using variant strokes and interpreting how you would like the words to look on the
page. * Inspire you with carefully chosen illustrations and examples, which bring letters to life. In
Margaret Shepherd's own words, "Calligraphy trains not only your eye and hand, but your mind as
well." Learn Calligraphy is the authoritative primer for this age-old craft, and will help develop a new
appreciation for lettering as you discover your creative personality.

Kirsten Burke's Little Book of Calming Calligraphy
This is an essential guide for all calligraphers - whether they are amateurs or professionals. The book
contains over 100 different alphabets with detailed instructions on how to draw all the letters. Its wiro
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binding means that
the book will lie flat and be easy to work from. There is also useful information
about tools and materials, basic layouts and illumination and ornamentation.

The Calligrapher's Bible
Learn to letter beautifully with watercolor. In this stunning follow-up to her highly praised and
influential first book, The Art of Brush Lettering, lettering expert and workshop instructor Kelly
Klapstein (popular on Instagram as @kellycreates) shares her secrets for mastering the essential
techniques for creating lovely modern lettering and calligraphy with watercolor. Start with the basics,
from choosing paints, brushes, and other supplies to preparing your paper for painting. Learn to handle
watercolor paints with essential strokes and warm-ups. Explore painting letterforms in a variety of
styles,from traditional to modern. Try a range of creative techniques, including blending ombrés and
rainbows, creating pictorial letterforms, and combining watercolor with other mediums. Enhance your
lettering with special touches by complementing it with handpainted backgrounds and simple
illustrations. With The Art of Watercolor Lettering, you’ll learn how to master the medium—and how to
go with the watercolor flow—to create one-of-a-kind lettered art and calligraphy that reflect your unique
personal style.

The Postman's Knock
Make your journal pages shine! With this book, readers can learn to hand letter as beautifully as the
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experts in the planner
and journaling communities. Inspirational teacher and sticker designer Cindy
Guentert-Baldo shows you how. Tutorials and example pages will have you creating amazing journal
pages and art projects in no time. The book includes plenty of practice space and prompts to inspire
daily drills and experimentation. Decorate letters, learn different styles, and add to your toolbox of
journal-lettering ideas!

The Hand Lettering Workbook
Spark Your Creativity with Calligraphy #1 New Release in Handwriting Reference Lettering artist
Phawnda Moore has been teaching calligraphy and design for 25 years. An award-winning author, she
steps into beginning students’ shoes to select content, address anticipated questions, and offer solutions
to the unexpected yet inevitable problems that are encountered in hand lettering. “Lettering from A to Z .
. .” stands out from the crowd! It was written for all levels of experience and nourishes creative thinking
through mindful practice. Blending traditional design principles and modern tools, it will inspire you to
find your own style. Your creative life will be enriched with step-by-step tutorials “from A to Z.”
Written in conversational narrative, this full-color book includes more than 200 images of Phawnda’s
professional work, published articles, and guidance from her class demos to make beautiful projects.
Phawnda's instruction includes: • 12 styles (Uncial calligraphy, Italic calligraphy, script calligraphy,
brush lettering, faux calligraphy, rainbow lettering, monoline letters, handwriting and drawn letters) •
Customized, printable practice sheets • Recommended writing tools, papers, sources, printing tips • How
to troubleshoot • Layout, color and design basics • Mail art to keep correspondence alive • Lettering
projects for mentoring youngsters • Real-life tips on how to organize your studio space • Tips on sharing
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your skills in teaching,
business, events, home, garden and community • Making background papers

from tea • Original gifts with the meaning of names for family and friends • Illustrating with calligraphy
tools • Projects to make handmade birthday cards, holiday cards, journals of your life, and easy-todesign art books If you enjoyed Hand Lettering 101, The Lost Art of Handwriting, or Hand Lettering for
Relaxation, then it’s time to grab a copy of Lettering from A to Z and reconnect to your natural
creativity.

Digital Hand Lettering and Modern Calligraphy
Written by best-selling author and hand letterer Abbey Sy, The Complete Photo Guide to Hand Lettering
and Calligraphy covers the basics and beyond for creative lettering techniques. The book begins with an
overview of tools and materials, both traditional (pointed pen and fountain pen) and modern (including
brush markers and chalk), then presents a visual glossary of letterforms, highlights the unique
characteristics of the featured alphabets, and demonstrates how to draw letterforms to foster an
understanding of how they’re created. The core chapters explore traditional, modern, and special effects
lettering using a variety of mark-making tools, with in-depth how-to on adding flourishes and other
special details, plus creative projects. There’s also an introduction to modifying and creating letterforms
digitally, as well as practice sheets for the featured alphabets. So whether you’ve never tried lettering
before or you’d like to develop your skills and consider all your creative options, The Complete Photo
Guide to Hand Lettering and Calligraphy will guide and inspire you on your lettering journey.
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Hand Lettering
for Laughter
Ever wanted to Learn Modern Calligraphy Lettering but didn't know where to begin? This is a
Calligraphy Book a beginner's guide - Learn to letter and create beautiful designs with this beginner's
guide and workbook. - Every page is filled with tips, tricks encouragement and practice space to
kickstart your lettering journey. - Learn how to create a lovely brush-lettered look with easy, no-fail faux
calligraphy. - Use it to letter the featured design with the new technique you learned - Modern
Calligraphy guides the reader through best practicing habits - No matter how you use it, this book is sure
to help you relax, enjoy your creative journey and make your life more beautiful wherever you are.
//This book will cover many of the tools and basics needed to learn pointed Pen Calligraphy and brush
lettering as well as instructions on how to create your own distinct styles.

Copperplate Calligraphy from A to Z
Modern Brush Lettering
Find Your Happy Place with Fun Fonts, Whimsical Doodles and Clever Quotes Get ready to giggle your
way through these clever hand lettering designs with bestselling author Amy Latta, back from her books
Hand Lettering for Relaxation and Express Yourself: A Hand Lettering Workbook for Kids. Whether
you’re lettering for the first time or brushing up on your skills, you’ll be highly entertained as you create
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of witty, hand lettered art. Draw, doodle and dream right in the book on high-quality
paper that will make your designs pop. With tons of ideas for special hand lettered projects like pillow
covers, gift tags and personalized signs, it’s easy to share the laughter. Be careful: It’s contagious!

Everyday Watercolor Flowers
A contemporary paint-every-day watercolor guide that explores foundational strokes and patterns and
then builds new skills upon the foundations over the course of 30 days to create finished pieces. This
beautifully illustrated and inspiring guided watercolor-a-day book is perfect for beginning watercolor
artists, artists who want to improve their watercolor skills, and visual creatives. From strokes to shapes,
this book covers the basics and helps painters gain confidence in themselves along with inspiration to
develop their own style over the course of 30 days. Featuring colorful contemporary art from Mon Voir
design agency founder and Instagram trendsetter Jenna Rainey, this book's fresh perspective paints
watercolor in a whole new light.

The Complete Book of Calligraphy & Lettering
Brush Letter Alphabet Practice Sheet
#1 Best Seller in Calligraphy - An Easy Guide to Modern Calligraphy and Hand Lettering Fans of
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Creative Lettering
and Beyond and The Complete Book of Lettering will love Lettering for Planners

Calligraphy for your journal aesthetic: Beautiful "bullet journals" are popping up all over Instagram and
Pinterest. The joys of decorating the pages with drawings and lettering are many. If you want to start
your own bullet journal or if you want to improve your journal aesthetic, this book is for you. This book
is an informational workbook that teaches lettering styles to help people organize and beautify everyday
life. Easily learn lettering: Learn from a step-by-step guide to creating a basic hand-lettered alphabet for
beginners. Then learn five additional alphabet examples in various styles, explore letter variations and
choose your favorites that best fit your style. Hand lettering workbook: You’ll learn how to build words
using common word examples like days of the week, months of the year, and other words commonly
found in planners. After learning the script styles, you’ll learn concepts of composition by teaching how
to mix and match styles of lettering in creative ways. Learn all the components of lettering: You’ll also
learn some key “don’ts” of lettering to avoid. Then there will be step-by-step instructions on how to
draw decorations to embellish lettering including shadows, borders, banners, and flourishes. Readers
will learn: Five lowercase and capital stylistic alphabets How to find their own lettering style What not
to do when lettering Lettering composition, shading, and flourishes Create fabulous, share worthy
calligraphy and lettering

Super Simple Hand Lettering
PopSugar Crazy Popular Books of 2020 Amazon Best Romance of the Month Top Ten Best Romances
of 2019—Entertainment Weekly SheReads’ Most Anticipated Books of 2020 Bustle 17 Best New Books
Of December 2019 HelloGiggles 8 Best New Books To Read In December “The perfect quarantine read.
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It’s funny, sweet,
and beautifully written. The romance is so perfect it made me ache." —Alisha Rai,

Bustle A funny, sexy, and empowering story from acclaimed author Kate Clayborn that fans of Tessa
Bailey, Jen DeLuca, and Rachel Winters will adore. In this warm and witty romance from acclaimed
author Kate Clayborn, one little word puts a woman’s business—and her heart—in jeopardy . . . Meg
Mackworth’s hand-lettering skill has made her famous as the Planner of Park Slope, designing custom
journals for her New York City clientele. She has another skill too: reading signs that other people miss.
Knowing the upcoming marriage of Reid Sutherland and his polished fiancée was doomed to fail is one
thing, but weaving a secret word of warning into their wedding program is another. Meg may have
thought no one would spot it, but she hadn’t counted on sharp-eyed, pattern-obsessed Reid. A year later,
Reid has tracked Meg down to find out how she knew that his meticulously planned future was about to
implode. But with a looming deadline and a bad case of creative block, Meg doesn’t have time for
Reid’s questions—unless he can help her find her missing inspiration. As they gradually open up to each
other, both try to ignore a deepening connection between them. But the signs are there—irresistible,
indisputable, urging Meg to heed the messages Reid is sending her, before it’s too late . . . Praise for
Love Lettering "I can't wait for the whole world to fall in love with Love Lettering!" —Jasmine Guillory
“Delicious and beautiful and perfect.” —New York Times bestsellingauthor Sarah MacLean “This book
will wake you up in the middle of the night aching for these perfectly imperfect characters.” —Sonali
Dev, author of Pride, Prejudice, and Other Flavors

Lettering From A to Z
Traces the history of Western calligraphy, demonstrates various scripts, and shows manuscripts and
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Pretty Simple Lettering
Personalize Your School Supplies, Room Décor, Note Cards & More! Decorate your life with fun fonts
and beautiful quotes made your way. Amy Latta will show you the basics of hand lettering and beyond.
Learn fancy cursive and watercolor lettering. Add adorable details like flowers and animals. In the craft
bonus section, you’ll find ideas on how to turn your finished work into fabulous DIY projects. Embellish
pillows, notebooks and wall art with your own unique writing. It’s easy to share your art online, and
make one-of-a-kind cards and invitations for friends and family. With high-quality art paper and practice
space, you can try your new hobby right on these pages. It’s the perfect activity for kids ages 10 and up
to do at home, after school or on the go. Once you’ve mastered the quotes in this book, you can change
up words or styles to make them your own. Packed with tons of creative ideas and helpful tips, this book
will inspire you to create your own art every day.

Calligraphy Made Easy Ashley Gardner
Hand Lettering for Beginners
This beautiful Lettering journal contains 110 pages to write down: - Date - Answers - Give Thanks To
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God - letter - memories
. Blank Spaces to write anything you desire Use these pages to write down your
letter . Printed on high quality stock and sized at 8.5 x 11, it offers lots of space to write. It can be used
as a notebook or personal worship. Full Specifications: - 8.5" x 11" inches -110 pages -Premium matte
cover design -Printed on high quality interior stock Modern and trendy layout -Perfectly sized at 8.5" x
11." Details Of The Notebook/Journal : . Pages : 110 with Lined Pages. . size : 8.5x11 inches . Soft
Cover Matte finnish. This Notebook is perfect for : . Planner. . Writting your letter . Record daily
activities. . Note your goals. . Business, School, or Personal use. . Writing new ideas . make a lists.

Brush Lettering
A hands-on workbook for the art of hand lettering From original wall hangings to ornate invitations,
hand lettering--or the art of drawing letters--allows you to slow down and get creative by crafting
elegant works of art with your own hands. Perfect for letterers of any level, The Hand Lettering
Workbook is your how-to guide to hand draw letters, showing you how simple and calming lettering can
be. An easy-to-follow overview explores the core principles of hand lettering, including some need-toknow typography terms. Each section takes you step-by-step through forming upper and lower cases of a
variety of alphabet styles and hand lettered fonts, as well as plenty of useful practice pages. Then, you'll
pull it all together with a helpful chapter on connecting letters to form words and adding embellishments
to create something inspirational and whimsical. The Hand Lettering Workbook includes: Pen to
paper--Step-by-steps and fill-in practice sheets take you from A to Z through 7 different alphabet styles,
including hand lettered fonts. Connect the dots--Practice connecting letters and making words, along
with embellishments like bounces, ligatures, flourishes, and more. Artist toolkit--Learn about the right
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tools for hand lettering
with advice on the difference between monoline, brush, and water pens, and a

dive into the types of markers, chalk, and pencils. Add some elegance and creativity to your words with
the unique and beautiful art of decorative hand lettering and calligraphy.

Hand Lettering and Modern Calligraphy for Kids
The Art of Hand Lettering for Beginners offers the largest collection of tutorials, alphabets, and projects
to add unique style to everything you create. Hand lettering is a personal style--and only YOU can make
it your own. The Art of Hand Lettering for Beginners is the ultimate guide to learn essential techniques
and create unique projects with your signature style. Invitations, signs, personal notes, tote bags, and
more--this hand lettering guide offers 20 DIY projects for you to try. Complete with a step-by-step guide
to basic hand lettering techniques and 8 sample alphabets, The Art of Hand Lettering for Beginners
encourages you explore and experiment as you find your own artistic style and personal print. The Art of
Hand Lettering for Beginners gives the tools you need to master the craft of hand lettering, with: 8
sample alphabets (4 cursive, 4 print) that offer stroke-by-stroke instruction and space to practice. 20
projects that include thank-you cards, gift tags, wrapping paper, bunting, envelope liners, place cards,
and more! Create your own alphabet that provides guidance for personalizing your style with tips for
incorporating different moods and tones for variety. For weddings, birthdays, or just because--make
whatever you create personal with The Art of Hand Lettering for Beginners.

The Ultimate Guide to Modern Calligraphy & Hand Lettering for Beginners
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Hello there crafty
friends of mine! I’m Kristin - mama to the most incredible little human around,

graphic designer, hand letterer, and creator of June & Lucy. I love the 4 C’s in my life: cats, coffee,
couches, and cooking, and as you can tell from my Instagram captions, I think I am much funnier than I
probably am. My goal with this book is to help you avoid the countless months of research, trial and
error, and mistakes that I made along the way, by giving you a straight forward, easy to understand
explanation of the process behind hand lettering so that you can start your lettering journey with a strong
foundation.

The Kids' Book of Hand Lettering
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to
the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps
(as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work.This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
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Brush Lettering
Made Simple
Create Pretty and Inspirational Hand Lettering Projects for Your Family, Friends, and Yourself! Hand
lettering is making a comeback, spurred by platforms like Instagram and Pinterest. And not just adults
are getting into hand lettering and calligraphy. Kids, too, can find relaxation as well as enjoyment in
using hand lettering to create handmade projects for themselves and their families. The Kids' Book of
Hand Lettering will introduce young crafters to the joys of hand lettering through 20 fun and inspired
DIY projects that are easy to create at home. Nicole Miyuki Santo will walk children through the basics
of hand lettering, including different lettering styles and tools (markers, brush pens, and paint pens)
before they begin their projects, which include room art, bookmarks, picture frames, tote bags, party
balloons and more. With full-color instructional and inspired photos and pep talks throughout to help
spark creative juices, The Kids' Book of Hand Lettering is sure to become a modern-day hand-lettering
staple for crafty kids (and their parents too).
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